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Radiation-induced photoluminescence quenching of phenylene vinylene oligomer thin films
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We have studied the radiation-induced photoluminescence~PL! quenching and the associated electronic
structure modification of a light-emitting conjugated oligomer, namely, 1,4-bis@4-~3,5-di-tert-butylstyryl!
styryl#benzene~4PV!, in the absence of oxygen. We found that a short period of exposure to the radiation
sources used in UV or x-ray photoelectron spectroscopies~UPS or XPS! resulted in total PL quenching in 4PV.
Although there was no detectable change in the XPS C 1s core-level spectra UPS valence spectra indicated the
disappearance of the vinylene peak upon exposure to UV radiation. This suggests the destruction of the
vinylene groups, and the possible creation of radical species, which may serve as PL quenching sites. We also
found that the modification in the electronic structure by Ca deposition masks that by radiation, although both
quenches the PL effectively.@S0163-1829~97!08024-7#
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Organic light-emitting materials ranging from tris-~8-
hydroxyquinoline! aluminum (Alq3),

1 a sublimable com-
pound, to poly~p-phenylene vinylene! ~PPV!,2 a conjugated
polymer, have recently attracted much interest due to t
intriguing physical properties and potential applications
light emitting devices and flat panel displays.3–5 Extensive
studies using surface analytical tools on these materials h
generated important information on the electronic structu
and interface properties.6,7However, the relation between th
modification of the luminescence and the electronic struc
of the material has not been reported. The clarification
such a relationship may provide valuable insights into
understanding of the organic electroluminescence phen
enon.

It has been established that the same excited speci
responsible for both photoluminescence~PL! and electrolu-
minecence in PPV.8 PL studies have generated important
formation on the properties of organic materials, such
metal-induced9 and photo-oxidation10 quenching. In this pa-
per, we report the observation of radiation induced quen
ing of the PL and the associated electronic structure mo
cation of 1,4-bis@4-~3,5-di-tert-butylstyryl!styryl#benzene
~4PV!, an oligomer of PPV. The use of 4PV enabled us
prepare thin films in an ultrahigh vacuum~UHV! environ-
ment, yielding films free of impurities. This in turn inhibit
the occurrence of degradation processes, such as photoo
tion, a process known to quench the luminescence of PP10

The radiation sources are commonly used in x-ray and u
violet photoelectron spectroscopies~XPS and UPS! with
photon energies of 1253.6 eV~Mg Ka! and 21.2 eV~He I
discharge!, respectively. We found that both x-ray and ultr
violet ~UV! radiations quenched the PL completely in a tim
scale of the order of 30 min. The UPS spectra revealed
breaking of the vinylene double bonds which was confirm
by the PL and absorption spectra. We also found that
550163-1829/97/55~23!/15460~4!/$10.00
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modification in the electronic structure by Ca depositi
masks that by radiation, although both quench the PL eff
tively.

The experiment was done in an UHV main chambe11

with a base pressure of 1310210 Torr. The chamber was
equipped with metal deposition sources, a He discha
lamp, an angle-resolved electron energy analyzer, and a
Ka x-ray source. The overall energy resolutions of XPS a
UPS were about 1.2 and 0.2 eV, respectively. The synth
of 4PV was described elsewhere.12 The 4PV film ~300 Å!
was deposited onto an indium tin oxide~ITO! substrate by
thermal evaporation in a separate UHV chamber. Film thi
ness was monitored by a quartz-crystal microbalance,
the deposition rate was about 2.0 Å/min. The evapora
sample was then transferred into the main chamberin situ
through a gate valve for PL data acquisition. No detecta
impurities were found for the evaporated 4PV films as o
served by XPS. An Oriel 77501 fiber optic light source wi
regulated lamp was used to produce the excitation light
PL. The PL spectra obtained immediately after the lig
source was turned on, and 5 h later, were identical in both
shape and intensity, affirming the stability of the light sour
as well as the 4PV film in the UHV environment. A Ca
Zeiss M4OIII prism monochromator with variable entran
and exit slits was used to obtain an excitation wavelength
380 mm. PL was monitored with a Photo-Research Spec
Scan 650 photo colorimeter. The absorption and PL spe
of a pristine and a UV-exposed sample were also done
ambient atmosphere using a Perkin-Elmer Lambda9 spec
photometer, and a Spex Fluorolog-2 fluorometer equip
with a DM3000F spectroscopy computer where the samp
were positioned such that the emission was detected at 2
from the incident beam. The UPS lamp discharge area
30 cm away from the sample, and the UV light was incide
on the sample at 52.2° from the surface normal. The ce
15 460 © 1997 The American Physical Society
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of the end of the x-ray source is 1 cm from the sam
surface, also at an angle of 52.2° from the surface norm
For our setup, it is difficult to estimate the photon flux
both cases. However, in the following paragraph we h
endeavored to include a rough estimate of the photon
using the photocurrent.

The PL of 4PV, measured in UHV, before and after
30-min exposure to 21.2-eV UV radiation of the magnitu
typical for UPS, are shown in Fig. 1. The structure of 4PV
shown in the inset of Fig. 1. The PL spectrum before U
exposure is identical to that presented by Wooet al.,13 UV
exposure for 30 min results in a total quenching of PL. N
ing that the photocurrent generated by our UV source was
nA, and that 1000 photons typically produce one photoe
tron, we could estimate that there are 2.531014 photons per
second hitting the sample. Given that the size of the UV s
is approximately 0.79 mm2, this is equivalent to a photon
flux of 3.231020 photons/m2. This is only a crude estimat
since secondary electrons also contribute to the photocur
Nevertheless, it gives a basis for comparison if similar inv
tigations were to be conducted. A similar PL quenching
havior was observed after exposure to an unmonochro
tized MgKa x-ray radiation at a power setting of 14.0 k
320.0 mA for 10 min. It is difficult, however, to estimate th
x-ray photon flux at the sample surface since the radiatio
not focused, and the photocurrent measured may have
tributions other than from the sample.

Figure 2 shows the evolution of the valence band sp
trum taken with a 21.2-eV HeI UV source as a function o
UV exposure timet. For the unexposed 4PV,t50, features
similar to those of pristine PPV~Ref. 14! and 5PV~Ref. 15!
are well resolved. The highest occupied molecular orb
~HOMO! feature, which has been attributed to the deloc
ized p orbitals of the vinylene groups,14,15 starts at about
binding energy 1.9 eV and peaks at 2.8 eV, with respec
the Fermi level. The Fermi level was obtained by evapo
ing Ag on the organic layer and locating the Fermi edge. T
peak observed at about 4.3 eV is due to thep orbitals local-
ized in the phenylene rings. As the exposure times increa

FIG. 1. PL spectra of 300-Å 4PV film before and after a 30-m
exposure to UV radiation of the magnitude needed for UPS, 2
eV. Exposure to UV effectively quenches the PL.
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two distinct changes were observed. First, the 2.8-eV HOM
feature observed in thet50 spectrum started to disappea
indicating the destruction of the vinylene bonds. Second,
4.3-eV feature was seen to shift to higher binding energ
up to thet510 min spectrum, before stabilizing at rough
4.5 eV. Although the position of this feature has shifted, t
peak shape is largely unaffected,16 indicating that the phe-
nylenep orbitals are not affected by the UV radiation, an
do not directly participate in the UV-induced PL quenchin
The inset shows the evolution of XPS C 1s peak obtained for
4PV as a function of x-ray exposure time. No discernib
changes were observed in the peak shape and position u
t516 min. Considering that a 10-min exposure was su
cient to quench the PL, it is reasonable to conclude that
core levels are not highly sensitive to the change that cau
the PL quenching. Furthermore, our XPS studies on P
have produced no variation in shape and less than 0.05
shift in position in the C 1s XPS spectra even after 4 h of
x-ray exposure.

The absorption and PL spectra of 4PV, obtained in am
ent atmosphere, taken before and after a 12-h exposur
21.2-eV UV light, are shown in Fig. 3~a!. An excitation
wavelength of 380 nm was used to obtain the PL spec
Since the UV light is focused on an area approximat
0.79 mm2, a dark spot is seen in the middle of the UV e
posed sample. The darkened area shown in Fig. 3~b! repre-
sents the spot hit directly by the UV light, while the su
rounding striped region represents a region that is indire
damaged by the UV light. The latter region still luminesce
but with an intensity much lower than that of pristine 4P
The rectangle in Fig. 3~b! represents the area sampled by t

.2

FIG. 2. Evolution of HeI (hn521.2 eV) UPS spectra for 4PV
as a function of UV exposure timet. The vinylene feature, at 2.8
eV, vanishes and the phenylene feature shifts to higher bind
energy byt510 min. The inset shows no discernible changes in
position and shape of the XPS C 1s peak fort50–16 min.
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Spex Fluorolog-2 fluorometer. The spectra shown in F
3~a! were obtained with the Spex Fluorolog-2 fluoromet
which measures PL from the dotted region. So the PL in F
3~a! was actually a convolution of the small directly illum
nated area~darkened spot!, surrounding diffusively illumi-
nated area~striped region! and the unaffected 4PV~dotted
region!, while the PL shown in Fig. 1 was focused fully o
the dark spot. Therefore, there is no discrepancy betw
Figs. 1 and 3~a!. The intensity of 4PV absorption spectru
was roughly ten times weaker after UV exposure, while t
of PL spectra was approximately 100 times weaker. W
et al.13 obtained absorption and PL spectra for oligomers
PPV ranging from 2PV to 6PV. The numbers in the names
the oligomers correspond to the number of vinylene grou
A shift of the absorption curves to lower wavelengths w
seen for shorter length oligomers. The shape and positio
our absorption and PL spectra are consistent with the 4
spectra obtained by Wooet al.13 As is evident from Fig. 3~a!,
the absorption curve of the UV-exposed film is much broa
and has an extra component at a wavelength between
and 380 nm This component, which has a peak at 344 nm
seen in the 2PV absorption curve obtained by Wooet al.,13

but not seen in the absorption spectra of the longer oli

FIG. 3. ~a! The absorption and PL spectra of 4PV before a
after exposure to UV, excited by 380-nm light. The absorption a
PL of the unexposed 4PV is ten times and 100 times larger tha
exposed counterpart, respectively. Components attributed to the
mation of oligomers of shorter length were observed.~b! The UV
directly illuminated and indirectly illuminated regions are repr
sented by the dark spot and striped area, respectively. The rect
represents the area sampled by the Spex Fluorolog-2 fluorome
.
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mers. This suggests the formation of oligomers of sho
lengths due to the breaking of some of the vinylene dou
bonds, as implied by our UPS data. However, the breakin
the vinylene chain not only shortens the conjugation leng
it may also cause the formation of radicals.17 These radicals
are very reactive and capable of quenching the PL~Refs. 18
and 19! either acting as exciton traps, or causing cross lin
ing of the chains,20 yielding a nonluminescent product.

The PL spectrum of the unexposed 4PV film has th
distinct features at 468, 498, and 530 nm. All three featu
are also seen in the UV-exposed film, but an extra featur
seen at 438 nm. Again by comparison with the PL obtain
by Woo et al.13 for PPV oligomers, we attribute thes
changes to the formation of shorter length oligomers. Th
PL spectra of 4PV to 6PV showed features similar to o
4PV PL. However, as we go from 4PV to 2PV as the film
exposed to radiation, the features at 495 and 560 nm sta
decrease, and eventually vanish. The PL spectra of 2PV
two features, one at 468 nm, and the other at roughly
nm. This clearly indicates that our UV irradiated film co
sists of a mixture of oligomers with four repeat units or le

We have observed that metal deposition also produ
extensive PL quenching.9 We therefore investigated an
compared the modification of the electronic structure of 4
due to these two quenching processes. We first irradiate
portion of a 4PV/ITO film with the UV radiation for 35 min
after which we deposited 5 Å of Ca on theentire film. We
then took UPS measurements at various exposure times u
t530 min, for both the dead~UV exposed! spot, and a fresh
~not exposed! spot. The UPS spectra of the valence region
both the dead and fresh spots, taken att530 min, are shown
in Fig. 4. Due to Ca-induced changes in the valence e
tronic structure, the feature attributed to the phenylene r
has moved to higher binding energy by about 1.1 eV, wh
is consistent with our previous work.15 No discernible differ-
ences were seen between the spectra of the fresh and
spots. The inset of Fig. 4 shows the valence-band spectra
the fresh spot fort50 and 30 min. Again no discernible
differences were seen between the two. Since our prev

d
its
or-

gle
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FIG. 4. The UPS spectra of a Ca/4PV/ITO sample for both
dead and fresh spots, taken att530 min. The inset shows the UP
spectra for the fresh spot taken att50 and 30 min.
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work have shown that the vinylene feature vanishes u
deposition of Ca,15 and that the PL of 4PV is quenched b
Ca,9 it could very well be that the deposited Ca atoms
affecting the 4PV film in a manner similar to the way U
radiation affects it. These results indicate that the me
induced changes dominate the valence electronic struc
and masks the radiation induced ones. Alternatively, the
action between Ca and 4PV,15 through charge transfer, fo
example, may not only lead to PL quenching, but may a
stabilize the molecule against radiation damage. This in
pretation is also consistent with our previous work,21 which
shows that Ca disrupts the 4PV layer to a maximum exten
50 Å.
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In summary, we have shown that the PL of 4PV
quenched by exposure to 21.2-eV UV and 1253.6-eV x-
radiation, even in the absence of oxygen. UPS, PL, and
sorption spectra all indicate that the radiation breaks the
nylene double bonds of 4PV, yielding radicals which ma
whether directly or indirectly, quench the PL. It is observ
that XPS core-level spectra are not sensitive to th
radiation-induced changes. In addition, metal-induced sp
tral changes were seen to dominate radiation-induced one
UPS.
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